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Summary

1. Current view on Canadian Digital Out-of-home landscape and definitions
2. How has audience targeting evolved?
3. Impact on how we buy, compare, and measure digital out-of-home media
4. What’s in it for marketers? Ability to support strategies new to OOH
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Defining Digital-out-of-home (DOOH)
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Digital out-of-home (DOOH) refers to screens installed across place-based networks 
including billboards, bars, restaurants, health clubs, colleges, arenas, gas stations, 
convenience stores, bus shelters, clinics, office towers, condos and more. 



Defining Digital-out-of-home (DOOH)
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Industry in Transition
Like most industries, out-of-home ad networks are undergoing a major digitization transition, 
affecting their network operations and sales processes

Global OOH ad spend is on the rise, driven by increased investment by media owners in 
technology and digital signage

This transition has made the medium more flexible and measurable, making it more easily 
executable and comparable alongside other digital channels

Most networks have begun steps to enable programmatic sales on their networks

https://oaaa.org/StayConnected/PressReleases/tabid/327/id/5231/Default.aspx


Current Canadian DOOH Landscape

DIGITAL SCREENS : ~31 000
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In the past year in Canada, the rate of screens connected 
to a programmatic platform has risen by 6%

~13 000
~18 000

41%

59%



Landscape

Publishers Supply Side Platforms Demand Side Platforms



Defining OOH Programmatic
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What does it mean?
Simply, automation of DOOH execution across multiple networks with the ability to 
select screens based on external audience data sources



Defining OOH Programmatic
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What about fragmentation?
In Canada, 41% of DOOH inventory is already available programmatically.

The majority of those connected are available on multiple platforms.

Choices of which platforms to adopt may depend on several factors:

● Buyer’s familiarity with the various platforms
● Ease of use of the interface
● Reliability and transparency in execution
● Targeting options and data sources
● Scale & access to inventory availability



Defining OOH Programmatic
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Some relevant terminology
Real-time Bidding (RTB) :  auction-based transaction resolved in real-time where the 
highest bidder at the time of execution wins the available space.  

Open exchange: platform that allows access to any buyer to bid on any of the 
connected available inventory.

Private exchange: bidding environment by invitation only.  These invitations can be 
extended to one or more clients and auction prices may start at a preferential rate. 

Programmatic direct: inventory sold ‘programmatically’ (meaning through the 
connected ‘pipes’, but without a bidding process.  These deals are typically negotiated 
directly between media owners and buyers.   



Defining OOH Programmatic
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Why is DOOH going programmatic?
1. Unified, precise targeting and measurement
2. Efficiency in screen selection and overall execution
3. Ability to unify DOOH to other digital strategies



AUDIENCE - How has targeting 
evolved through programmatic?
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Audience Targeting

Traditional Approach - Buying a location

● Static categorization of location, board 
and/or network

● Data sources typically survey

● Requires intimate knowledge of 
vendor networks & locations for 
standardized planning & execution
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New Approach - Buying an audience

● Shift toward buying audience

● Enabled by the presence of mobile 
devices & advanced technology in 
the screens

● Audience-based executions innately 
dynamic



Audience Targeting - Options
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Depending on data partners used, different data sets are 
available, all derived from mobile devices:
1. Target based on behavioral history:  Locate screens that find the highest concentration 

of users who have been to a specific location (ie retailer) in the past x days
2. Target based on app ownership data using software development kits (SDK) installed 

within applications communicate location & activity to the data provider, who derives 
insights about the users based on app usage: Locate screens that have high 
concentration of sports enthusiasts

3. Combinations of the above & inclusion of ‘scrubbed’ bidstream data to enable higher 
volume of users



Audience Targeting
Most platforms offer interactive maps indicating the locations 
with the highest indexation of a chosen audience
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Audience Targeting

Finding the screens with the highest audience index is 
automated and dynamic, meaning your campaign will 
automatically move to screens where the current highest 
index is seen

Data refresh varies from one platform to another, but it 
is important to understand that ad serving does not 
occur in real time to the chosen audience while they are 
in front of the screen

The dynamic aspect results in precise screen selection, 
minimizing spill and optimizing investment & 
performance
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Dynamic Campaigns



Audience Targeting

Capturing devices near the screens also means that 
audiences who were exposed to your ad can easily be 
retargeted on their mobile device.

Some platforms have this built-in, whereas others allow 
you to work with any mobile dsp to target the same 
users 
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Mobile Retargeting



Example

Audience Targeting

Ubisoft recently ran a programmatic DOOH 
campaign on Campsite dynamically targeting 
screens with the highest concentration of gamers 
& sports fans to promote the launch of a new 
game.  

Exposed users were retargeted on their mobile 
device with sequential messaging, which had the 
effect of significantly improving the overall result 
of the CTR & video completion rate on mobile
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https://www.campsiteproject.com/blog/2018/06/11/case-study-1-ubisofts-far-cry-5


External triggers

Audience Targeting
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Platforms that allow for execution by media 
owner can also support layering in external 
triggers such as weather, sports events, or other 
environmental factors to decide whether to play 
an ad or not, or to decide which creative to play.

A recent example that made use of various 
triggers and data points for optimal targeting is 
Foodora, using Broadsign & Outmoove.  Weather 
data, dayparting & location were used to 
customize messaging in real-time. 

https://broadsign.com/customer-spotlight/foodoras-creative-targeted-programmatic-digital-out-of-home-campaign-reached-1-million-viewers/


● Campaign carried out by an agency in Toronto 
with Campsite and Native Touch

● English / Canada 
● 6 weeks 

From December 11, 2017 to January 30, 2018

Summary

● Promote the benefits of a traveler’s credit 
card to potential users

Campaign Goal

Case Study : Financial Institution



AUDIENCE CRITERIAS: 

● Age : 18-54
● Intent: Flight Shoppers
● Intent: Hotel Shoppers
● Intent: Travel Shoppers
● Intent: Vacation Shoppers

Strategy : targeting by demographic profiles

Case Study : Financial Institution



Summary Results

$7.59  AVERAGE CPM 
BETWEEN $5.29  - $13.28 

1875 screens

811 locations 

5 environments 

3 suppliers

14 124 518 served impressions

$165 781.15 spent

21 855 033 
AUDIENCE IMPRESSIONS

Case Study : Financial Institution



IMPACT - How we buy, compare & 
measure dooh
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Impact of Programmatic on 
How we Buy
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➔ Programmatic transactions differ 
from traditional in that they do 
not require relationships & 
negotiations with each vendor.

➔ They do not require intimate 
knowledge of a network of 
locations to buy the best screens. 

➔ Further, bidding environments 
come without contracts or 
cancellation clauses, leaving 
ultimate flexibility to the buyer. 

➔ They do require an understanding 
of the technology and basic 
functions of the platform.

➔ They do require an understanding 
of reliable data sources and how 
to use them to best reach your 
audience

➔ Campaigns running on bidding 
platforms do require supervision 
to ensure optimal delivery & 
pacing



Impact of Programmatic on 
How we Compare
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➔ Programmatic platforms offer up inventory 
from vendors and layer in audience & 
environmental targeting tools that are uniform 
across the entire network connected to the 
platform

➔ If you are searching for home buyers for 
example to promote insurance products or 
mortgages, it’s possible to search for the best 
screens to find those users using one data 
source

➔ It makes pricing comparison easy as all delivery 
& pricing is reported in real-time in one single 
dashboard



Impact of Programmatic on 
How we Measure
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➔ More and more suppliers are using technology to measure impressions more precisely

➔ The industry is slowly moving towards standardized ways of determining impressions 
per screen as it becomes more affordable

➔ It is now easy to measure the impact of a campaign through verified walk-ins, 
site-visits, and other metrics tied to mobile devices

➔ Ask questions about your platform’s ability to measure performance and execute tests



What’s in it for marketers?
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OOH Supports Digital 
Strategies
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➔ Improved performance on mobile campaigns

➔ Increase in online activations 

➔ Exposure to billboards increases search traffic, 
facebook interaction and sales activations as 
well 

➔ Use DOOH similarly to social media, to 
promote short-term, local events & ticket sales

https://thehustle.co/billboard-advertising


Transparency

1

● Complete campaign details 
● Automated broadcasting frequency
● Automatic compensation

Gives you access to : 
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Control

2

● Of the budget & bid
● Of the audience
● Of the start and end of the campaign
● Of making changes anytime
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Efficiency

3

● One hour time period between campaign creation and 
broadcasting

● Single stop to reach multiple suppliers
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Thank you. Any questions?

Edith Gagné
egagne@campsiteproject.com
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